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Developer who? 
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What Frog? 
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Poll Time! 



Poll Time! 

Heard about Docker 

Can do the tutorial 

PoCing, playing etc. 

Production, baby! 









JFrog Artifactory + Docker 
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Why we are good with docker 

 - we have decade of experience       with managing 

binaries 

 - We did image registry before  there was docker 

registry 

 - we did private image hosting   before docker 

hub 

 - we do promotion pipelines for  docker 

 



Who’s using Docker and nothing 

else? 



The Promotion Pyramid 
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Pipeline: Quality Gates and 

Visibility 

Source: Agile ALM, Michael Hüttermann, Manning Publications Co.  

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jemsweb/4363548805
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jemsweb/4363548805
http://www.flickr.com/photos/jemsweb/4363548805




























$docker build 





Too easy! 





That’s why. 



Let’s fix it! 



Let’s fix it (again)! 







Trumped-up limitations 



The Anatomy of Docker Tag 



Wait a second, how can I 
have more than one 

repository per host now?! 



“ONE REGISTRY PER HOST OUGHT 

TO BE ENOUGH FOR ANYBODY.”  



Panic! 



Artifactory Virtual 

Repositories 

Local Repository 

Virtual Repository 
Remote Repository 

Docker Hub 
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What we did? 
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 - promote within artifactory 

- Resolve from virtual (production-ready 

images) 



Virtual Repositories FTW 

docker-dev-local 

docker-prod-local 

docker-virtual 
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Virtual Repositories FTW 

docker-dev-local 

docker-prod-local 

docker-virtual 

Developer 

docker-hub-remote 

Docker Hub 

resolve 

resolve 

resolve 

resolve 

resolve 

deploy 

deploy 
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Customer 

resolve 

resolve 

resolve 

resolve 

? 



Question: context name? repo 

name? 



https://host:8081/artifactory/docker/busybox 

docker tag host:port/busybox 

Context name 

Virtual repository name 
Tag name 

How to convert? 



Hmm, but how the  
--registry-mirror 

 fits in?.. 



Registry-mirror 
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Registry-mirror 

 - instructs docker to ignore the host in tag 

 - or lack of it 

 - It’s still a single URL 

 - and it is set per daemon (client) 





Why? 



Finding the needle in haystack of 

binaries 

  



Finding the needle in haystack of 
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Finding the needle in haystack of 

binaries 

 - What deployed where 

 - Tracing binaries to sources 

 - Cherry pick the one to prod 



Adding Metadata 





Consuming Metadata 



YMMV 



Hook your own logic in 

promotion 

I wish I could 
script it in 
Groovy… 







Summary: Automate 

Everything! 



One More Thing! 




